## International House Game Rental List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volopoly</strong></td>
<td>GO VOLLS! Buy, sell and trade the University of Tennessee! Neyland Stadium, Andy Holt Tower, The Hill and Smokey are available at bargain basement prices! For a mere $110 you could become the newest member of the Pride of the Southland Marching Band! If things don't go your way you may be sent home on Academic Probation! <strong>VOLOPOLY</strong> is designed for alumni, students and fans of UT!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guesstures</strong></td>
<td>Guesstures is a new fast-action game from Hasbro that plays like a high-speed version of charades. Use gestures to help your team guess the word printed on the card. But you only have a few seconds and you can't say a word. When they guess correctly, grab your card before it gets swallowed up by the word-hungry Mimer-Timer. Second edition includes more cards and categories and provides quick word fun for everyone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zathura</strong></td>
<td>Be the first player to reach the planet Zathura and you win!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trivial Pursuit 90's</strong></td>
<td>America's favorite trivia game tackles one of the most momentous decades of the century with Trivial Pursuit 1990's Edition. More than 2,400 questions will test your 90's knowledge with cool new</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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categories like Oops, Wired, Viewing, Trends, Important and Hangin'. Features a contemporary package and board design, tokens and card holder/dispenser.

Trivial Pursuit 80's
Trivial Pursuit is for the trivia buff who loves to show off how smart they are. This edition includes 3,000 all-new questions that will challenge even the sawviest Trivial Pursuit player. With classic Trivial Pursuit game play and a timer to keep up the pace, the race is on to find the Trivial Pursuit master.

Trivial Pursuit Baby Boomer Edition

Sudoku Game
It's your favorite number puzzle in an exciting board game format for multiple players! If you like playing Sudoku against yourself, you will love playing against family and friends. The world's gone Sudoku crazy. Put your family and friends to the Sudoku test with the board game based on the number solving puzzle. There's no math involved, you solve the puzzles with reason and logic. It's fun, challenging, and very addictive. With the special Box Reveal Dice and three different levels of puzzles (easy, medium, and hard), anyone can play Sudoku and win the game!

Deutschlandreise
Each player receives some destination cards with places in Germany. The players have to move along the board by throwing a die. The first player who has visited all of his/her destination cards and arrives back in the starting place wins the game.

Sorry (wooden edition)
Sorry! is a board game that is based on the ancient Cross and Circle game Pachisi. Players try to travel around the board with their pieces faster than any other player.

Clue (wooden edition)
The classic detective game! In Clue, players move from room to room in a mansion to solve the mystery of: who done it, with what, and where? Players are dealt character, weapon, and location cards after the top card from each card type is secretly placed in the confidential file in the middle of the board. Players must move to a room and then make an accusation against a character saying they did it in that room with a specific weapon. The player to the left must show one of any cards accused to the accuser if in that player's hand. Through deductive reasoning each player must figure out which character, weapon, and location are in the secret file. To do this, each player must uncover what cards are in other players hands by making more and more accusations. Once a player knows what cards the other players are holding, they will know what cards are in the secret file. A great game for those who enjoy reasoning and thinking things out.

Risk (wooden edition)
Possibly the most popular, mass market war game. The goal is conquest of the world. Each player's turn consists of:
- gaining reinforcements through number of territories held, control of every territory on each continent, and turning sets of bonus cards.
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- Attacking other players using a simple combat rule of comparing the highest dice rolled for each side. Players may attack as often as desired. If one enemy territory is successfully taken, the player is awarded with a bonus card.
- Moving a group of armies to another adjacent territory.

70th Anniversary Monopoly
In the 70th anniversary edition of this timeless board game, the neighborhood still looks exactly the same, with Marvin Gardens and Boardwalk in their expected places and properties still valued at 1930s prices. The object, as always, is to use business savvy to purchase properties and become the richest player by the end of the game. The difference is in the wrappings and this celebratory version comes packaged in an elegant embossed silver tin decorated in an Art Deco-inspired design. The glamorous Deco style is echoed on the foil-wrapped game board and also in the distinctive architecture of the houses and hotels in this set. Players will recognize their old favorites among the chrome-plated playing pieces—the shoe, the car, and (who could forget?) the thimble—but even some of those have had ornate decorative touch-ups. Maybe Monopoly’s continuing success is fueled by the influence of modern-day real-estate mogul Donald Trump or maybe it’s just the fun of dreaming about being a millionaire. Either way, Monopoly still holds its appeal as an entertaining game that is full of high stakes and luck.

Balderdash
You can’t always believe what you read. Is it for real or is it Balderdash? Balderdash is the classic bluffing game that has gone beyond hilarious. Now with the outrageous, Laughable Laws category, play the game that challenges your friends to call your bluff. Would you believe that in Fairbanks, Alaska, it was illegal to serve beverages to a moose? You better, ‘cause it’s true! Each game card lists People, Words, Initials, Movies and Laws that you’ve probably never heard of. But that’s where the fun really begins, because you get to make up an answer that’s as silly or as serious as you want! Now, mix in the real answer and vote. You score points for guessing correctly and for bluffing the other players. So, grab the bull by the horns and play Balderdash, the game that’s hilarious beyond belief.

Scattergories
Scattergories is a fast-paced word game that’s a real crowd pleaser. Each player takes a category list with 12 categories—such as vegetable, state, president, things you throw away—and must write down the name of one item that fits into each category. Sounds easy enough, but each item has to begin with a specific letter that is determined when the 20-sided die is rolled. For instance, you roll the letter "R." Your answer list for the above categories might look something like this: rutabaga, Rhode Island, Roosevelt, rubbish, etc. You have to think fast, because a round lasts only 3 minutes! Players score points for each unique answer.

Travel Mahjong
Similar to the Western card game rummy, Mahjong is a game of skill, strategy, and calculation and involves a degree of chance. The game is played with a set of 144 tiles based on Chinese characters and symbols, although some regional variations use a different number of tiles.
Sequence Game
It's fun, it's challenging, it's exciting, it's Sequence. Play a card from your hand, place a chip on a corresponding space on the game board when you have five in a row, it's a Sequence. Learn to block your opponents - remove their chips. Watch out for the Jacks, they are wild. With a little strategy and luck, you'll be a winner. Contents: Folding Game Board, 2 Decks of Sequence Cards, 135 Playing Chips and Instructions.

Atlas in aBox
Atlas in a Box is a spin-off from "Take Off" and consists of the full deck of cards from "Take Off," a small, color paper map of the world, and new instructions of games to play with the cards. The games include flag- and map-matching, ranking countries and taking tricks, as well as a straight quiz game.

Dutch Blitz
Developed in Pennsylvania Dutch country, Dutch Blitz is a card game that's exciting to play and easy to learn. Perfect for family game nights, or to play with a group of good friends, you'll enjoy spirited competition as you try to get rid of your 10-card Blitz pile before anybody else. Not as easy as it sounds, though, because players don't take turns. You have to be the fastest to place your cards in sequence and in the same respective colors on the center Dutch piles while using as many cards from your Blitz Pile as possible. When your Blitz Pile has been exhausted, you've won. The game includes four decks of 4 colorful playing cards and easy-to-follow instructions. Two to four players can play this fast-moving game. Recommended for ages 8 and up. Dutch Blitz is a friendly family game where players try to compose sets of cards out of the deck in such a way as to get rid of their Blitz pile as soon as possible. This game was created by a German immigrant from Pennsylvania Dutch country, and this game is very popular with the Pennsylvania Dutch and Amish community even today. This is a simple game that is easy to learn, and fun for everyone! Contents of Dutch Blitz: 160 cards Instructions Contents include 160 cards and rules Fast-moving game for up to 4 people Quick to learn and hard to master Great family gam

Rook
With its numbered deck of 57 cards, Rook, the classic card game, has elements of everything: bridge, pinochle, and lots of trumping and trick-taking. Includes two "black bird" cards that can change the course of any match. This basic set gives you all you need to get started: the deck and the rules. Great for learning strategy and patience
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German Monopoly
Monopoly, real-estate board game for two to eight players, in which the player's goal is to remain financially solvent while forcing opponents into bankruptcy by buying and developing pieces of property.

Pictionary
When it comes to word games and guessing games, Pictionary is one of the top fun games for game night. It's a terrific family game for all ages, so it's among the best games for kids, too. Select a card, then race against the clock to draw a picture that clues your team in on the word on your card. It's not as easy as it sounds, although it's usually hilarious. In the search for exciting party games, Pictionary fits the bill.

Carcassonne
Carcassonne is a tile-placement game in which the players draw and place a tile with a piece of southern French landscape on it. The tile might feature a city, a road, a cloister, grassland or some combination thereof, and it must be placed adjacent to tiles that have already been played, in such a way that cities are connected to cities, roads to roads, etcetera. Having placed a tile, the player can then decide to place one of his meeples on one of the areas on it: on the city as a knight, on the road as a robber, on a cloister as a monk, or on the grass as a farmer. When that area is complete, that meeple scores points for its owner.

Pax Britannica
A multi player game of empire, diplomacy, and global confrontation. The Great Powers of Great Britain, France, the US, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Russia, and Japan vie throughout the world for the wealth and esteem conferred by vast colonial holdings in the far-flung corners of the Earth. Each player maneuvers his administrative and military assets to establish control over the choicest and most strategic areas, keeping a wary eye toward encroaching opponents whose colonial ambitions are every bit as great. Conflict between national wills is more often resolved through peaceful negotiation than through war; but when national honor is too severely tried, war can occur- on a scale that threatens to evolve into the War to End All Wars!

Axis and Allies
Axis & Allies is a series of World War II strategy board games, with nearly two million copies printed. Originally designed by Larry Harris and published by Nova Game Designs in 1981, the game was republished by the Milton Bradley Company in 1984 as part of the Game master Series of board games. This edition would be retroactively named Axis & Allies: Classic to differentiate it from later revisions. In 1996, Axis & Allies: Classic was inducted into the Academy of Adventure Gaming Arts & Design Adventure Gaming Hall of Fame. Games magazine also has inducted Axis & Allies into their buyers' guide Hall of Fame, an honor the magazine extends to "games that have met or exceeded the highest standards of quality and play value and have been continuously in production for at least 10 years; i.e., classics.
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Ecottonos
What is Ecottonos? It is a tool for engaging in problem solving and decision making in a multicultural context. It is based on the recognition of the positive potential of diversity in the problem solving process. It has been used successfully with business executives, students, and faculty.

Parcheesi
Parcheesi is a brand-name American adaptation of the Indian cross and circle board game Pachisi, published by Parker Brothers and Winning Moves. Created in India perhaps as early as A.D. 500, Pachisi is called the Royal Game of India because royalty used servants of the royal household adorned in colored costumes as game pieces on large outdoor boards.

Regular Playing Cards
Deck of 52-playing cards.

Scooby-Doo Playing Cards
Deck of 52-playing cards.

Pirates of the Caribbean Playing Cards
Deck of 52-playing cards.

Poker Chips (3)
Colored chips for poker.

Ball & Jacks/Sticks
Bearing in mind that there are many variations on this theme, here are the basic rules of jacks as know to all who played it growing up in Queens, New York. The game is played outdoors on a smooth surface such as asphalt or concrete, or indoors on an uncarpeted floor. There are usually anywhere from two to six individual players. Equipment includes 8 to 10 jacks and one small ball. Two players sit face to face; more than two sit in a circle. Deciding who goes first is optional, everything from eenie-menie-miney-moe to throwing the jacks up in the air and trying to catch as many as possible with both hands together, thumb to thumb, palms down. Whoever catches the most jacks goes first. (This was usually the way we chose up because it was so much fun; in fact, it oftentimes became a pre-game game.) The player up gathers all of the jacks in one hand, gives them a gentle toss and scatters them onto the ground, anywhere inside the space encircled by her and her opponents. Following that, she tosses the ball into the air. The object of the game is to pick up the designated number of jacks with one hand and catch the ball on the first bounce in that same hand. It starts with one jack at a time (onesies), then two jacks (twosies), right on up till the player misses. She continues at that number on her next turn. Then the next player goes. The game continues until someone succeeds at picking up the ball and all of the jacks at once on a single bounce. Frankly, though, I don't recall ever seeing anyone get past tensies. The unofficial rule, based on personal experience, is that whoever gets to the highest number before
everyone gets tired of playing is the winner! Another fun thing to do with jacks: Spin them like little tops or dreidels. SET INCLUDES 8 METAL JACKS AND ONE MEGA BOUNCE BALL.

UNO Deluxe
UNO is the card game that’s easy to pick up and impossible to put down! All it takes to win is a little coordination between colors (red, green, blue, and yellow) and numbers.

Jenga Truth or Dare
The classic game of stacking blocks without toppling the tower takes on a new twist in this Truth or Dare Jenga game. You can ask tricky questions, complete outrageous dares and learn surprising truths about your friends, all while trying to be the last player to stack a block without toppling the tower. It's simple and great fun for groups, although you only need two people to play.

Settlers of Catan
The Settlers of Catan from Mayfair Games is an award-winning strategy game where players collect resources and use them to build roads, settlements and cities on their way to victory. The board itself is variable, making each game a little different from the next. Each round of The Settlers of Catan is intended to keep three or four players ages 10 and above engaged for up to 90 minutes.

Settlers of Catan Expansion Pack
Now five to six players can explore and settle Catan!

Sorry
Sorry! is a board game that is based on the ancient Cross and Circle game Pachisi. Players try to travel around the board with their pieces faster than any other player.

Othello
Use cunning tactics to outwit your opponent with the Othello Board Game. In this classic fast-paced strategy game, you must try to trap your rival’s playing pieces and turn them over. The lead can change at any moment with a flip of a disk and the player with the most pieces of the same colour wins.

Chess/Checker Combo

Clue
The classic detective game! In Clue, players move from room to room in a mansion to solve the mystery of: who done it, with what, and where? Players are dealt character, weapon, and location cards after the top card from each card type is secretly placed in the confidential file in the middle of the board. Players must move to a room and then make an accusation against a character saying they did it in that room with a specific weapon. The player to the left must show one of any cards accused to the accuser if in that player’s hand. Through deductive reasoning each player must figure out which character, weapon, and location are in the secret file. To do this, each player must uncover what cards are in other players
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hands by making more and more accusations. Once a player knows what cards the other players are holding, they will know what cards are in the secret file. A great game for those who enjoy reasoning and thinking things out.

Operation: Simpsons Edition
Is there a doctor in the house' Poor Homer Simpson isn't feeling very well, so you'd better operate quick! His comical ailments must be carefully removed or he will die laughing. From bowler's thumb to trick knees, Homer's got lots of complaints to keep lucky physicians busy. Even better, Homer talks through his operations so he'll keep you in stitches if you set off the buzzer!